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Notes/Summary: 

• CoF1: Summarizes process so far.  Very clear indication from SB chairs that the 

considerations must close today. Indicates that Rule 16 will apply if the delegates cannot 

come to an agreement. Opens the floor for comments on the newly revised text. 

• Australia: I just have one comment on the overall structure, I did notice in the draft that 

the text has been divided into a COP and a CMA decision. I believe there are some 

parties in the room, Australia included that believe it should be one final document. 

• Uruguay: In regards to having the CMA and COP separated, having the CMA endorsing 

a COP decision is new to us?  Will you illuminate this new approach for us, madam? 

• EU: We understand that you are now seeking general feedback instead of detailed 

feedback.  From our position, for us, the work of the AC is important, and it is important 

that the Agenda item and the outcome reflect the work of the AC. We do have to say we 

have some concerns over the current text, and feel that it is taking us away from the 

balance of views in the room that have been expressed this week. We think more para by 

para review of this text will be more useful. We have three additional areas we would 

like addressed: 1) how we note the AC report 2) the way we reflect ongoing work of the 

AC, fulfilling work of the CMA from Katowice and, 3) the form of the outcome and the 

balance between two outcomes here.  We have more detailed offerings on these subjects 

when we go paragraph by paragraph. 

• Botswana: Speaking on behalf of the Africa group: we will also provide general 

comments at this time. The first issue being the welcome of the report, we feel in our 

previous interventions that we have clearly stated that we do not endorse the 

recommendations of the report, therefore prefer to take note. Second element, is para 4, 

where parties take on the recommendations, again not referencing our views on this 

decision. This presents challenges for some parties, who have some issues with how the 

recommendations are currently presented.  We still support the way you have presented 

them as CMA and COP separately.  We would like more clarity around this endorsement 

of the recommendations. We don’t understand how the COP decision being endorsed by 

the CMA, perhaps you could explain to us what that means? 

• Canada: Canada is very interested in maintaining two identical texts as a single 

submission.  



 

• Uruguay: We would like to present a compromise on how to submit this. We are not 

comfortable with CMA endorsing COP.  Speaks about possible hierarchy that might 

have implications.  So, we recommend a specific paragraph referencing the CMA.  So, 

we submit having the first section going to the COP, then following with exact same 

text, with some extra paragraphs specific to the CMA, but also as one integrated 

document. Regarding the content, if you express an interest in working around our 

considerations, more precise direction to these recommendations when going to these 

parties.  We believe this would improve some of these issues. We have said from the 

beginning that we have reservations about these recommendations on financing, and 

what it is guiding countries to do. This of course, supporting the work of the AC, but 

directing them to be clear in their future work on developing nation interests and 

contexts. 

• CoF:  We are waiting for a representative from legal from the secretariat. Can we 

examine some of the other paragraphs for now? 

• Ecuador: on behalf of the like-minded developing countries group. Based on what we 

have in front of us we reflect 3 points: on para 2, we prefer to have ‘take into account 

work plan until 2018’. In para 4, we see that there is a change from the last version to 

this one with an invitation for parties to take into account recommendations. Maybe 

taking note of those recommendations might be more suitable. We are also concerned 

with the endorsement by the CMA of the COP in terms of setting a precedent for 

hierarchy 

• Angola: on behalf of LDCs: I have general comments: on para 1, we would like the COP 

to take note with appreciation the report of the AC. We also would like to talk about the 

format of the decisions. For us it’s important to have two different decisions, one for the 

COP and one for the CMA, but making sure that the content is not different.  We have 

more specifics concerns afterwards.  

• CoF1: Ok. Let’s go back to para 1.  I know Kuwait recommended earlier changing 

‘welcome’ to ‘notes’. 

• Colombia: Before going to para1, on behalf of AILAC, we also seek clarity of legal 

advice on behalf of para 3, and we reserve the right to go back and discuss this important 

matter. The issue of the recommendations, some are useful, but we need to go in a 

different discussion on the others. 

• CoF1: Let’s go to para 2 and come back to para 1, given the views that have been 

expressed. 

• Ecuador: I will just refer to my previous intervention. We would like to see the work of 

the AC through 2019, thank you. 

• CoF1: asks Ecuador to repeat its request for clarity of his requested text. 

• Kuwait: Yes, in para 1, we asked for ‘notes’. For para 2, we think the workplan is from 

2019-2021, so I think from our point of view, we just keep to 2021, and we seek to 

delete after ’2021’. So, after the comma to be deleted.  



 

• EU: I just want for the record that we would like to keep ‘welcomes’ in para 1, I think 

we have always been a room that welcomes the report and hard work of the committee.  

Just as a marker, we would not accept a change to ‘notes’. 

• Botswana: Thank you Co-Facilitator, in para 1, which we have expressed our views on. 

Definitely should be ‘take note’ because the report is a relevant one, because there are 

elements in this report that we do not all agree on, and we would not welcome at this 

time. 

• South Africa: We would like to align with the Africa Group, and therefore propose that 

on para 1, that we take note. We do understand the EU position, but we still prefer take 

note. In para 2, we agree just ending the para just after 2021, and delete all the subitems. 

• Norway: Proposes ‘welcomes and takes note of,’ 

• Egypt: We fully associate ourselves with South Africa and the African group. We also 

would also prefer to just take note of the report. 

• Legal representative arrives from the secretariat and the Ecuadorian delegate asks 

for clarification about the legal ramifications of having the CMA endorse the COP 

decision text. 

• Legal representative: Yes, basically the situation is similar to some other bodies now 

that were created under previous conventions, but now serve the CMA.  Article 19 of the 

PA also says that the CMA ‘could’ provide advice to the AC for issues relevant to the 

CMA. There are various ways to do that. Indeed, the first question is, does the CMA 

want to speak to the AC on this issue at this time. In principle, one practice that has been 

used is that we have a COP decision and a CMP decision, and the CMP content decision 

would endorse it. Then the CMP takes the same decision as it applies to its work. 

Endorsing or welcoming can also be done by way of a conclusion. So, if you had a COP 

decision on the matter, you could have the CMA decision welcome the COP decision as 

the conclusion.  

• Kuwait: I never heard of this exercise with the CMP. This is why we did not have any 

budget paragraph under the CMA? Because the CMA decision is only like three items. 

• Uruguay: Re-emphasizes that they are concerned about the legal hierarchies here, where 

the CMA is endorsing something to the COP 

• Legal Rep: There are no hierarchies from a legal perspective. Endorsing does not entail 

a hierarchy, it’s like an expression of support between sister legal agreements. It’s a 

question of subject matter, and not hierarchy from my understanding. 

• Kuwait: Still for me it is not clear on the endorsement and is not clear on the way 

forward. We may have to take this back to our delegation for discussion. We are worried 

about the budgeting issue being endorsed by the CMA, then duplicated under the COP 

decision from my perspective, representing the Arab states league. 

• Botswana: Based on what’s been shared with us, we think if it’s related to the budgetary 

concerns then it’s something we can be more explicit on. We’re more comfortable 



 

articulating the decisions more clearly, and if there’s a budgetary implication we want 

that reflected clearly.  We still do support that the CMA endorse COP decisions 

• Trinidad + Tobago: recommends changing the word endorse, since it has a hierarchical 

interpretation in some cultural legal systems 

• Uruguay: We would like to keep our proposal on the table very clearly.  

• EU: We definitely want to progress this agenda item, and try to make a final agreement 

on this issue, and are willing to continue to work until 9:00pm. I am comfortable with 

the endorsement language and that it doesn’t reflect any sense of hierarchy between the 

legal mechanisms. But we also support the alternative put up by Trinidad and Tobago, if 

it moves this decision text forward. So, I put that to Uruguay and Kuwait if it would help 

us move forward on these other substantive paragraphs. 

• CoF1: Asks for Kuwait’s reaction to Norway’s intervention. 

• Kuwait: Sorry, I wasn’t really listening to the EU’s intervention because we were in 

conversation.  But like I said, I think we have to go back to our delegations on the 

endorsement issue. We are willing to engage, but for the time being we cannot. Maybe in 

the morning before the plenary session. 

• CoF: reiterates EU’s position for Kuwait 

• Botswana: We would also like to request the deletion of paragraph 3 under CMA, and 

with regards by the EU proposal, which I also didn’t really hear, our view is that if there 

are relevant positions that the two positions would be mirrored, with extra paragraphs for 

the relevant bodies. 

• Colombia: Emphasizes passionately that parties need more time for discussion, but their 

schedules are too full to find it. 

• EU: I concur with Colombia that we need more time to discuss this and come to an 

agreement. I’m beginning to believe that some parties present are stalling our time 

purposely, because they don’t want an outcome on this at the SBs. I would request CoFs 

to convey my disappointment to the chairs of the SBs. I also requests that updated texts 

are sent out to the parties before the evening meeting. 

Follow-up:  

• The CoFs will report back to the SBI and SBSTA chairs tonight. They have only been 

given 10 minutes to approve this text tomorrow. They have made a room available later 

tonight for parties to continue this decision. 

Take Away: 

• While the parties did seem closer to a compromise on whether to ‘note’ or to ‘welcome’ 

the report of the AC, the more divisive issue for this session was on how to report back to 

the CMA and COP, and how different formatting choices might have legal ramifications. 

 


